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Abstract

The existing domestic nuclear material detection system in the United States often experiences high false alarm rates, which contribute to increased time and effort costs. Using a multi-layered or distributed security system may offer improvements by combining information from multiple sensors or detection systems to increase the available information about transported materials, thus helping to make better-informed interdiction decisions. Implementing such a system would require a strong platform for sensor network analysis and design to provide a system-wide perspective on performance, operations, and management. Our work aims to serve this role by developing methods for sensor network design, management, and analysis in distributed detection environments.

Our information-theoretic framework focuses primarily on sensor network design and sensor location optimization and management, relying on the value of information quantified by Kalman Filtering to develop these network analysis tools. Applied at a software level, the user could simulate sensor network operation conditions, and algorithms attempt to maximize information gain from the sensors’ locations (subject to budget and error rate constraints) while attempting to find a detection system design with adequate information gain to reduce existing uncertainty. Similarly, minor changes to an existing system could be analyzed by limiting sensor network modification in the simulation, allowing users to perform cost-benefit analyses to evaluate sensor networks upgrades and examine mobile sensor location management. Currently in the research phase, detection network uncertainty propagation may potentially offer useful performance metrics related to false alarm and miss rates, further adding to the decision maker’s understanding of the overall system operation and performance.
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